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All the KLIMA MULTI-FUNCTION PREMIER 
models mandatorily require the water treatment 
with the filter. The use of a filtering system not 
provided by us will automatically invalidate 
the warranty on the humidity generator.
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MODEL    DIMENSIONS  DESCRIPTION POWER CAPACITY KG 

KMFS700PVB    740x850x2115h Glass door KW 1,95 min/max 50/130Kg* 
- provided with no.1 MEAT KIT included in the price. Cod. 4M70KIT CA  -  4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/s rails**
- filter kit and first level phone assistance for  installation included

KMFS900PVB     920x800x2115h Glass door         KW 1,95 min/max 60/160Kg*         
- provided with no.1 MEAT KIT included in the price. Cod. 4M90KIT CA -  4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/srails**
- filter kit and first level phone assistance for installation included

KMFS1500PVB   1460x850x2115h Glass door KW 2,90 min/max 100/230Kg*   
- provided with no.1 MEAT KIT included in the price. Cod. 8M150KIT CA  -  8 s/s fridge racks + 8 pairs s/s rails**
- filter kit and first level phone assistance for installation included

* Suggested capacity for a correct working
** If the MEAT KIT is not required, please choose an other KIT from the «equipment available on request» section
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KLIMA MULTI-FUNCTION. PREMIER Control, black

For each KLIMA MULTI-FUNCTION the client can choose between the follows KIT, specifying choice in the order. The client must specify that a 
substitute for the MEAT KIT is required, otherwise it will be included as standard equipment, with the CHEESE or SALAMI KIT.
For KLIMA MULTI FUNCTION 700 - CHEESE KIT cod. 4M70KIT CA  -  4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/s rails

SALAMI KIT cod. 3A70KIT SA  -  3 meat hanging frames of 36 teeth + 3 pairs s/s rails
MEAT KIT cod. 4M70KIT CA  -   4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/s rails

For KLIMA MULTI FUNCTION 900 -   CHEESE KIT cod. 4M90KIT CA  -  4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/s rails 
SALAMI KITI cod. 3A90KIT SA  -  3 meat hanging frames of 48 teeth + 3 pairs s/s rails 
MEAT KIT cod. 4M90KIT CA  -   4 s/s fridge racks + 4 pairs s/s rails

For KLIMA MULTI FUNCTION 1500 -   CHEESE KIT cod. 8M150KIT CA  -  8 s/s fridge racks  + 8 pairs s/s rails 

SALAMI KIT cod. 6A150KIT SA  -  6 meat hanging frames of 36 teeth + 6 pairs s/s rails 
MEAT KIT cod. 8M150KIT CA  -  8 s/s fridge racks  + 8 pairs s/s rails 

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Standard equipment:
- Test centre function
- Tropicalised and customized climate class 5
refrigerant group (2 independent groups
on 1500 models) with Gas R290

- 7” touch screen display with icons
- White LED lighting
- Internal air speed variation
- Horizontal and vertical air flow «patented»
- Automatic air change
- Automatic humidity generator

- Dehumidification
- Hea ng
- Humidity and temperature probe
- USB door + micro SD
- Datalogger for HACCP
- Sanitiser "Oxigenklima" oxygen generator
- 20 preset and customizable recipes
- Possibility to set 20 phases per each recipe
- Temperature, humidity and electrical power

supply alarm management
- Preconfigured for direct discharge of

  evaporator condensation  water
- Preconfigured for direct discharge of the
humidity generator condensation water

- Filter kit (filter with head, litre counter and
water hardness tester)

- Phone assistance for correct  installation of
the machine and training on the basic use of
the panel control (phone date to be agreed
in advance)




